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SafetyCube
The only integrated aviation risk and compliance management solution
that provides a practical answer to the latest risk management requirements
and leverages your data to support your safety strategy

Key benefits

Make the best of your safety
& compliance data

Assess your risk with
the BowTie approach

Support a proactive
compliance monitoring

Use the same tool for Safety & Compliance
to identify opportunities for reaching
operational excellence, support decisionmaking and enhance safety.

Standardize your risk evaluation
approach, monitor operational
performance, and the effectiveness
of your mitigation strategies.

Identify and track weaknesses and
gaps in the management system
and operational processes.

Promote a Safety Culture
Communicate easily, keep all
stakeholders informed to make
safety a top priority for all.

Customized to match
your needs
Cloud based & user-friendly to any
organization size.

Main features

SAFETY
COMPLIANCE

E-REPORT

FINDINGS

Build a proactive reporting system
and boost your data capture for
identifying hazards.

Raise and track findings to ensure efficient
follow up. Build a structured database of
compliance monitoring information and
audit findings for further analysis.

RISK ASSESSMENT

MITIGATION / ACTION PLANS

Create the organization’s risk map using
the BowTie approach. Track your risk level
and control effectiveness in real time.

Track action plans linked to Risk Management
& Compliance Monitoring program to ensure
risk mitigation and improve safety.

MANAGEMENT OF CHANGE

MONITORING

Enhance your process to manage changes
within the organization. Identify and register
new hazards, assess risk related and track
mitigation strategies.

Build your own KPI based on your safety data
using this statistical module.

PUBLICATIONS
AUDIT MANAGEMENT
Maintain database of standards, checklists,
findings, root causes, corrective actions,
and analyses.

Support the safety culture development.
Communicate relevant safety information
SMS’s effectiveness.

SafetyCube supports all Safety & Compliance processes
with an easy-to-use solution

EASY REPORTING
Ease your reporting process thanks to
the SafetyPortal or the SafetyNote app
to notify online or offline and
communicate with your team.

DYNAMIC BOWTIE
Connect all your safety data
to get real time risk assessment
using our dynamic BowTie technology.

BUILD YOUR OWN KPI
Leverage your data to proactively support
your risk and management strategy
towards improved safety.
Use the SafetyCube BI plateform and
connect your SafetyCube data to PowerBi.
PowerBi connector
available

COMPLIANCE MONITORING
Perform a continuous review of all
your applicable standards to be
audit-ready at anytime.
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Build and monitor your SPI/SPT
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Systematically address risks
to continously improve your safety strategy
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System Assessment

Monitor safety controls efficiency

Risk Assessment

Dynamic risk mapping
Dymanic BowTie

Corrective Action

Safety Risk Analysis

Safety Risk Control

Evaluate your residual risk

Data Analysis

Safety
Management

Action Follow up

Hazard Identification

Customize your taxomony
Report online - offline

Data Collection

Report automatically to authorities

Safety Risk Management Workflow Safety
Performance Monitoring SafetyCube
Feature

Implement, maintain and continually review the effectiveness
of the compliance monitoring program

Audit Plan Execution

Build your checklist based on
your standards and regulations
User friendly audit workflow

Keep your standards up to date
Get easily your level of compliance

Monitoring Program
strategy

Compliance
Monitoring

Raise Findings
& Analyse Trends

Automatic finding generation
Follow up findings & monitor trends
Action Follow-up

Corrective Action
Tracking

Compliance Monitoring program Workflow
SafetyCube Feature
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They trust us
Risk management in daily operations is an important means to ensuring mission safety and technologies are key to avoiding future
incidents. At Airbus Helicopters we needed to find a way to manage our Hazard reports and assess the risks in the different areas of
our activities. SafetyCube was a complete solution to achieve this goal and implement it through our whole organization.
Matthias Klein, Senior Manager at Airbus Helicopters
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